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  1.  Introduction: big data   
  

Big data is a topic that is accompanied by a lot of expectations. Most of them involve great 

change that goes as far as calling it a revolution and transformation of society. Mayer-

Schönberger and Culier wrote a book with the title: Big Data: A Revolution that will transform 

the way we live, we think and work” (2014). It is a New York Times best seller and is longlisted 

for the Financial Times/Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year Award.  University 

Professor Gary King” also claims there is a big data revolution on hand in an interview with 

Harvard Magazine. He says it is not the quantity that is new but the notion that now, we can 

finally do something with all our data (Shaw, 2014). 

 

Big data is often called a buzzword. The hype surrounding this term seems to justify this claim. 

To understand what we are talking about, it is important to define this term. When searching 

for a definition of big data, no real consensus about one true explanation of the concept comes 

forward. Thus, defining big data seems a problematic process. A definition that is used by many 

is the one coined by Gartner inc. in 2001. They describe big data by three characteristics, all 

beginning with the letter V. This definition says that big data consists of volume, velocity and 

variety (Laney, 2001). Many scholars see this as the best definition (EG: McAfee & Brynjolfsson 

(2012), Kerkimäe (Ed.) (2014), Diebold (2012)).  

 

Big data has had an impact on the financial market and this has resulted in jobs removed by 

computerization as showed by Gsell & Gomber (2009) and Lin (2012) who describe a 

fundamental change in the financial industry caused by the use of big data. Big data also 

changed the way financial market is being operated on. “Wall street is essentially floating on a 

sea of mathematics and computer power” (Financial Crisis Inquiry Commision, 2011). This 

kind of trading that uses computers to analyze and execute trading opportunities based on 

complex mathematical models can be divided in two general related forms, algorithmic trading 

and high frequency trading. Algorithmic trading which utilizes preset formulas to buy, sell and 

hold positions in various financial instruments (Robert & Lajoux, 2011, p.229 as in Lin, 2013). 

High frequency trading on the other hand makes use of a computerized platform to execute 

large numbers of trades at super speed (Aldridge, 2010, p.1). Next to trading, computers with 

artificial intelligence are being used in asset management and risk assessment (Gerding, 

2009).  

 

In this paper, an interdisciplinary research will be presented that combines an economic view 

with that of a perspective coming from the discipline of Media Studies. We will present an 
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assessment of the pros and cons of big data in finance, as we will reflect on the impact that it 

might have on society at whole. We will be focusing on the pros and cons (or: risks and costs) 

in finance, because we identify the financial industry as a precursor when talking about big 

data. It is one of the first industries that truly implemented this new technology. Big data 

methods occur within algorithmic trading. Algorithmic trading is taking over trading processes 

on the stock market (Choria et al., 2013, p.644). So, an assessment of risks and costs of big data 

within this industry could result in valuable lessons about big data for other industries. In 

chapter three, this assessment will be presented.  

 

In chapter four the question: To what extent does the implementation of ‘big data’ methods 

have an influence on society? will be answered. To answer this question, a theoretical 

framework presented by media scientist Marshall McLuhan will be used. He presented the idea 

of the medium is the message (McLuhan & Fiore, 1967). When we see big data as a new medium 

through the eyes of McLuhan, which will further be explained in this fourth chapter, we should 

focus on the influence of this new technology as a method. So, we should focus on the 

algorithms, because they are the message. It is not about the data that is processed. It is the 

way that these data are processed, that should be the main focus of interest, because that will 

have the most significant impact on society. 

 

The integration of our disciplinary insights will help to answer our main interdisciplinary 

research question:  

 

 

 

 

 

Impacts of technologies cannot be captured by just one discipline since technologies get 

implemented in various levels of society and affect our lives in many ways. Because of this a 

broader scope of different disciplines is needed. This is the case with our research to the 

trustworthiness of big data since artificial intelligence and algorithms are being used in many 

different ways. Analyzing big data from more than one discipline gives an important insight on 

how big data is being used, what consequences it has and if it is reasonable to rely on it. 

Therefore, using an interdisciplinary approach is justified. (Repko, 2012, p.84-85) 

Furthermore, to investigate the trustworthiness of big data, since it is being used in various 

ways, makes it necessary to check the relevant instances where we are relying on it.  

 

While we approach this interdisciplinary research from the perspective of both economics and 

What are the risks and benefits of the implementation of big 
data in finance and how does this new technology influence 
society?  
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media studies, other potentially relevant disciplines could be mathematics, informatics and 

artificial intelligence. These could all give a deeper insight in the exact workings and 

architecture of algorithms that are used in various ways to implement big data processes in 

finance and other areas. However, in our research we are not focusing on this technical side of 

the algorithms, we will focus on the way big data has been used in finance and the way it 

influences society now, and possible effects it will have later. In this way, we do not need an 

additional discipline that can give us insights in the underlying structure of the algorithms 

behind big data. 
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  2.  What is big data? 
 

2.1 No consensus: a lot of definitions 
 
To work with the term big data in our research question, we need to provide a definition of 

what we think this term really means. We stumble across a first problem when searching for a 

single and universally used definition. As Mayer-Schonberger and Cukier put it in their 

research on the matter: “There is no rigorous definition of big data” (2013). The term big data 

is probably originated in lunch-table conversations at Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI) in the mid 

1990s, states professor Francis Diebold in his research towards an understanding of the origins 

of the term big data. Later, he adds:  “An unpublished 2001 research note by Douglas Laney at 

Gartner enriched the concept significantly.” (Diebold, 2012, p.5.).  A few insights we found 

while searching for a single definition are listed below, purely to give an idea of the different 

understandings about what big data is.  

 
"Big data usually includes data sets with sizes beyond the ability of commonly used software tools to 
capture, curate, manage, and process data within a tolerable elapsed time." (Gold, 2012).    
 
"The term "Big Data" refers to the massive amounts of digital information companies and governments 
collect about human beings and our environment." (CSA Big Data Working group, 2013).  
 
“Big Data is a loosely defined term used to describe data sets so large and complex that they become 
awkward to work with using standard statistical software.” (Snijders, Matzat & Repis, 2012). 
 
"Big data is like teenage sex: everyone talks about it, nobody really knows how to do it, everyone thinks 
everyone else is doing it, so everyone claims they are doing it." (Ariely, 2013).  
 
"Big data "size" is a constantly moving target, as of 2012 ranging from a few dozen terabytes to many 
petabytes of data. Big data is a set of techniques and technologies that require new forms of integration 
to uncover large hidden values from large datasets that are diverse, complex, and of a massive scale." 
(Hashem at al., 2015) 
 
"Big data is the new oil" (Kroes, 2014)  
 
"Advancing trends in technology that open the door to a new approach to understanding the world and 
making decisions." (Lohr, 2012)  
 
"Big data is high volume, high velocity, and/or high variety information assets that require new forms 
of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization." (Laney, 
2001). 
 
It becomes clear to us that a myriad of definitions can be found. There are a lot of different 

understandings about what big data really is. We would like to stress defining “big data” is a 

problematic process.  

 

The “big” in big data makes the term inseparable with the words immense, (too) large, high 

volume, gigantic etc. This seems to indicate that it is crystal clear that big data also means a lot 

of data, but that is arbitrary to say the least. As we can see in the definition by Hashem et al. 
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what is “big” can (and will) change when time passes. (Hashem et al., 2014) This can be seen 

as a result of the increase in both computing power and the possibility to store large quantities 

of data and also the rise of digital and mobile communication, which has made the world more 

connected, networked and processes more traceable has led to the possibility to gather such 

large scale data sets. (Rainie & Wellman, 2012).   

 

2.2 The Three V’s 
 

The definition by Doug Laney, an analyst of Gartner Inc., dates back from 2001 (at that time 

Gartner was called META group research). Laney identifies three aspects that are essential and 

form the core ingredients of big data. This is commonly described as the three V’s. Volume, 

Velocity and Variety (Laney, 2001).  It is a well used definition of big data and many authors 

in both popular and academic backgrounds refer to it, because it gives the most complete 

description of the concept (McAfee & Brynjolfsson (2012), Kerkimäe (Ed.) (2014), Diebold 

(2012)). With volume Laney refers to the amount of data, how big the dataset is, velocity looks 

at how fast new data is created and variety captures the different forms in the dataset (McAfee 

& Brynjolfsson, 2012, p. 62-63). The definition as given by Laney is used in this research based 

on the fact that it gives a well used and round description of the phenomenon.  

 

2.3 “Big data” in finance 
 
Together with technological advances in computer science, the growth of digital information 

leads to a form of finance where complex mathematics processed by computers at high speed 

plays a critical role in the decisions concerning capital allocation and risk assessment 

(Patterson, 2011). If we look at the definition of big data as given by Laney, the use of big data 

in finance can be identified because the three V’s seem to present themselves in algorithmic 

trading. This is an important notion because “big data” is not explicitly used in the bulk of 

economic literature on the subject. The technique of redefinition as stated by Repko helps us 

with this problem, because it involves modifying or redefining concepts in different texts and 

contexts to bring out a common meaning (Repko, 2012, p.336). In finance, when looking at the 

data the computers use with algorithmic trading, volume and velocity would capture the orders 

and prices that keep changing every second or less. Variety captures the fact that the 

algorithmic traders not only take the prices and orders but also news messages in their analyses 

for what to sell or buy. These trading systems seek to capture fleeting anomalies in market 

prices, profit from statistical patterns within or across financial markets, optimally execute 

orders, disguise trader's intentions, or detect and exploit rivals strategies (Chaboud et al., 

2009).  
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3.  The costs and benefits of algorithmic trading and 
high frequency trading 

 

In this chapter we will look at the implementation of big data in the financial market, with 

algorithmic trading and high frequency trading. The impact is analyzed using a cost and benefit 

approach. The terms costs and benefits are operationalized in a broad sense as to also include 

advantages and disadvantages on the market. The chapter will begin with scrutinizing the 

benefits of algorithmic trading and high frequency trading in section 3.1, after that we look how 

this changed the industry in section 3.2 and then we look at the costs of algorithmic and high 

frequency trading in section 3.3. We conclude with a table summarizing the benefits and costs 

in section 3.4 that is going to be used for the integration.  

 

3.1.  Benefits of algorithmic trading 
 

To start it is important to make the distinction between algorithmic trading and high frequency 

trading. The former is the use of electronic systems to place trading orders, including 

algorithms to decide some or all details of the orders. The distinguishing characteristic of high 

frequency trading is that trading decisions are made and implemented more quickly than 

humans possibly could. So high frequency trading is a subset of the much broader algorithmic 

trading (Kirilenko & Lo, 2013, p.1, Nuti et al, 2011, p.68). The focus will be on high frequency 

trading for the most part of this analysis. However, as high frequency trading is a subset from 

algorithmic trading, some costs and benefits from algorithmic trading are also discussed. Many 

of the benefits attributed to high frequency trading are in fact benefits of algorithmic trading. 

One of the aspects of algorithmic trading is that it is automated or partly automated, because 

of this it has several benefits. Algorithmic trading is part of a much broader trend in which 

computer-based automation has improved efficiency by lowering costs, reducing human error, 

and increasing productivity (Kirilenko & Lo, 2013: Hendershott et al, 2011, p.31). The 

computerization of finance has made investing available to a larger public and also reduced the 

costs for investors by removing the middleman in a lot of instances (Lin, 2013, p.725). 

 

High frequency trading is profitable, grossing approximately 3 billion dollar a year. In addition, 

high frequency trading is less expensive than traditional market makers. The profitability is 

related to the volatility, the trading levels slightly increase with a rise of volatility (Brogaard. 

2010, p.23). Volatility is the variation of the returns for an asset over time. Another market 

measurement influenced by high frequency trading is liquidity. Liquidity is about how long it 

takes to turn the asset into money. A painting is illiquid, since you need to look around for a 

buyer willing to pay the amount you want for the painting. In the context of trading liquidity 
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can be seen as the amount of stocks traded on a daily basis. “In contrast to a number of public 

claims, high frequency traders do not as a rule engage in the provision of liquidity like 

traditional market makers. In fact, those that do not provide liquidity are the most profitable 

and their profits increase with the degree of 'aggressive,' liquidity-taking activity.” (Kirilenko 

& Lo, 2013, p.60, Clements, 2012).  

 

The strategies used by the trading systems to gain these profits can be divided into three 

categories. The first type of strategy is based on trading on news, exploiting a time advantage 

to act on the news before the market does. This means making use of an information advantage. 

The second strategy is making use of arbitrage (Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.24). Brogaard found that 

algorithmic traders and especially high frequency traders use a short-term price reversal 

strategy (Brogaard, 2012, p.18). Arbitrage is the simultaneous purchase and sale of a financial 

asset in order to make a profit from the difference in the price of identical or similar assets, on 

different markets or in different forms. A source working on the North America Exchange 

reportedly said: “High frequency traders are looking for arbitrage on intra-day mean 

reversion.” (Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.25). “Arbitrage trading is as old as financial markets, but 

using algorithms to identify and exploit arbitrage-trading opportunities is a thoroughly 

modern invention, facilitated by the use of computers, applications of probability and 

statistics, advances in telecommunications, and the development of electronic 

markets.”(Kirilenko & Lo, 2013). Next to arbitrage's risk/reward profile, arbitrageurs almost 

always increase trading activity, so an increase in liquidity and since arbitrageurs exploit 

temporary mispricing, the price discovery process has become more efficient (Kirilenko & Lo, 

2013, p.58). With high frequency trading another way to profit from arbitrage was found, using 

the time difference between markets and firms that are further away. It takes light 

approximately 1 millisecond to travel 100 miles (Tabb, 2012, p.4). The third type of strategy is 

'front running', trying to make short-term forecasts based on the econometric properties of 

data (Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.24). If for instance investor A would know that a large order is going 

to come, investor A would buy what is available, he would then be able to make a profit of it. 

But algorithmic trading is also used to battle front running from competitors, since it is used 

to split up large orders into smaller ones and creating fake offers that they cancel the next 

moment to hide the strategy used by the trader. But the splitting of orders has more benefits. 

 

Algorithmic trading systems place more but smaller orders in comparison to human traders, 

so they are able to capture the best bid or offer in the order book. These smaller executions also 

create less market impact than larger executions that could affect more than one price level 

(Gsell & Gomber, 2009). This also reduces the costs, because almost all stocks have downward-

sloping demand curves over a short period of time, so one big order is usually more costly than 
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a sequence of smaller orders (Kirilenko & Lo, 2013). 

 

High frequency trading has narrowed the bid-ask spread (Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.24). Earlier 

volatility and liquidity were mentioned and both are factors that influence the bid-ask spread. 

The bid-ask spread is the difference between the bid and ask price. A higher volatility increases 

the bid-ask spread since there is more uncertainty about the return of the asset. If an asset is 

liquid, there is already a high quantity that is being traded so both the buy and sell price are 

closer together. Under normal circumstances, high frequency trading can be a positive force in 

markets, increasing liquidity and decreasing volatility in the short term by enhancing trade 

volume and execution speeds (Partnoy, 2012, p.43). As a result of that quotes, the price of the 

last successful trade, have become more informative. High frequency trading helps the price 

discovery process (Brogaard, 2010, p.36, Hendershott et al, 2011, p.31).  

 

The last benefit of high frequency trading is the data that it uses or requires and the value this 

data can have for researchers. The fuel for high frequency trading is the High Frequency Data, 

data taken at intraday frequencies and Ultra High Frequency Data, tick-by-tick data, data 

relative to each trade. (Ultra)High frequency data, can give us more insight in what goes on on 

the market. This goes both for what the high frequency traders are doing, but it can also give 

insight in lower frequency phenomena (Golub et al, 2012). For example using high frequency 

data it was shown that on a short time scale the influence of stocks is stronger than the 

influence of the index, the reason for this appears to be the difference in how often it is updated 

and so was shown how high frequency traders can manipulate the market (Kenett et al, 2013). 

 

To conclude, the benefits and advantages of algorithmic are for a great deal only because of a 

technological advantage over other market participants. The first benefits are from the 

automatization of the trading process. These benefits allow the traders the strategies discussed 

so far, which in turn has had some positive effects on the market. The algorithms can decrease 

volatility and increase liquidity which in turn can narrow the bid-ask spread and thus help the 

price discovery process. Another advantage is that algorithms create smaller offers creating 

less market impact, reducing trading costs. Although some of these benefits and advantages 

also apply to other market participants, most of the benefits only apply to the traders. An 

overview of all benefits discussed can be found in table 1 in paragraph 3.3. 
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3.2.  Costs of algorithmic trading 
 

One of the clearest perils of high 

frequency trading is the flash crash on 

May 6, 2010 as is graphically 

represented to the right. On the 

horizontal axis one sees the time and on 

the vertical axis the percentage change 

of the value compared to the previous 

day closing value. Around 2:32 p.m. a 

trading algorithm from a mutual fund 

company started a trade to sell 75,000 

of E-Mini S&P futures contracts, worth 

about $4.1 billion (Bowley, 2010). The program managed to complete the trade in 20 minutes, 

a sale of this magnitude would take several hours or days to be completed in the days before 

automated trading (CFTC & SEC, 2010). Other trading programs started to react seconds later 

by also selling large blocks of S&P futures and this had an effect on the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average, which caused other stocks to also experience shocks. These shocks were both 

downward, like with Accenture shares which fell from $40 to $0.01 and also upward like with 

Sotheby's shares which rose from $34 to $99,999.99 (Haldane, 2011). At around 3:00 p.m. the 

Dow Jones Industrial Average had recovered most of the decline (Lin, 2012, p.705). The day 

ended with futures and equities indices closing at losses at around 3 percent from the prior day 

(CFTC & SEC, 2012, p.1). There has not been a large crash like the one on May 6th, but there 

have been a lot of small ones which are called mini flash crashes. These mini flash crashes were 

first identified by Nanex Llc. and there are down crashes as well as up crashes. A study shows 

that mini flash crashes have a negative impact on market liquidity, which results in a wider 

bid-ask spread and increased number of locked and crossed National Best Bid and 

Offer(NBBO) and a decrease in quoted volume (Golub et al, 2012, p.5).  

 

Another threat to the financial markets with the arrival and continuous growth of algorithmic 

trading is the threat of cybercrime and hacking. “High frequency trading is now estimated to 

account for 40 to 60 percent of all trading activity, computer and internet integration in finance 

has opened it up of course against cybercrime and hacking across the universe of financial 

markets, including stocks, derivatives, and liquid foreign currencies.” (Tabb, 2012, Kirilenko 

& Lo, 2013, p.59). Of course all industries are vulnerable to this threat, but the modern 

financial industry is especially vulnerable, because the computer codes and networks are at the 

very heart of its existence and many of these systems are self-executing with no human control 

Source: hedgethink.com 
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(Lin, 2012, p.705). A cyberattack causing a crash could cripple the financial system and shatter 

the confidence (Klein, 2001).  

 

With the rise of algorithmic trading the market depth has declined. Some large institutions 

have complained that the decline has hampered investors to trade large volumes without 

substantial costs. The depth of the book is the ability of an asset to absorb buy and sell orders 

without the price being moved in either direction. But dark pools have helped investors to trade 

large orders anonymously (Hendershott et al, 2011, p.31).  

 

With the velocity high frequency trading takes places new perils have come to finance. Billions 

of dollars move across borders and oceans through cables and spectra in a few milliseconds 

(Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.8).  With this has come the risk know as too fast to save. Nowadays many 

checks and balances have been sacrificed for velocity and efficiency because of cyborg finances 

insistence on speed. As a result of this focus on speed, it has become more difficult to stop or 

prevent bad acts and actors. After the flash crash, regulators implemented circuit breakers to 

stop the trading of a stock if it the prices falls to fast, but this doesn't fully solve the problem 

since the trading on less regulated dark pools and electronic markets only grows (Lin, 2013, 

Kirilenko & Lo, 2013, p.60). 

 

As mentioned before, the trading moves from the public exchanges to the dark pools. Partly 

because of this regulators can't keep a good eye on how is being traded (Nuti et al, 2011, p.68 : 

Pasquale, 2015, p.68). In the graph on the next page you can see the increase of internalizing 

orders and orders being executed on dark pools, it shows that in 4 years, from 2008 to 2012 

the number of orders not displayed has doubled from 15% to 30%. Although this isn't a cost of 

high frequency trading, it is a consequences of it, since a few of the costs and benefits 

mentioned earlier of it have given the need for dark pools. Another reason why regulators have 

a problem keeping a good eye on the trading is due to the resource asymmetry (Lin, 2013, p. 

723).  
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The resource asymmetry does not only exist between the regulator and the regulated, but also 

within the industry there is a resource asymmetry. The computerization of trading has made it 

more accessible for many, but it has also created barriers to competition. “The increasing 

dependence on advanced information technology has led to competition for scarce talent and 

resources that are often captured by the most successful and most moneyed.” (Patterson, 2012, 

p.230). The fact that some players have more resources isn't new, but the differences in 

resources may not only be of the degree, but also of the kind and this might have an impact on 

the very function and integrity of the financial system (Lin, 2013, p. 726).  

 

Another risk that has come with algorithmic trading and the change of finance is that 

everything is now more and more connected to each other. Modern finance exists as an 

expansive, interconnected network that crosses institutions, industries, states, and products—

creating a systemic problem that could be called 'too linked to fail’ (Lin, 2013, p.714). This 

connectedness of finance has enhanced the mobility of capital and reduced some risks 

(Morgan, 2003). But with this connectedness also has come the risk that if one financial 

institution falls others are dragged down with it (Kolb 2011, p.xiii). 

 

 

Source: Tabb, 2012 
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Another disadvantage of high frequency trading is that it doesn't enhance social welfare or only 

very little (Pasquale, 2015). Since it operates on the financial market and not on the goods and 

service market, but as the banking crises has shown, it can also affect the goods and service 

market.  The financial market is very handy for firms to raise capital, but most of the stocks 

traded involve shares who have already raised capital for the firm and so don't have a direct 

effect on the firm whose shares are being traded. The price of a share does have some relation 

with the firm's economic activity, but the trading by high frequency traders just increases the 

price slightly more quickly. As already mentioned earlier high frequency trading accounts for 

more and more of the trading done, and also earlier mentioned that this trading is only done 

by a small group. Only 2% of the 40,000 trading firms were estimated to use high frequency 

trading in 2010 (Clark, 2010, Nuti et al, 2011, p.68). The numbers that 40%-60% of trading 

activity is done by such a small group shows that high frequency trading only serves an elite 

few and because of dark pools and trade secret laws not much is known about these traders. 

“The number of entities that engage in high frequency trading is reportedly quite small and 

what is known about them is not particularly illuminating.” (Kirilenko et al, 2013, p.60). 

 

One market fact that has been ascribed to high frequency trading by Professor Voev is the 

increase in correlation. This makes it very hard for investors to diversify with index tracking or 

exchange-traded funds. Professor Bauwens noticed this correlation too and said that it might 

come because all the high frequency traders are guided by econometric models and not 

fundamentals. This can in turn create artificial price trends (Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.26).  

 

Lastly, as mentioned as one of the benefits, high frequency trading had some positive effects 

during normal circumstances, sadly the market is not always like that. During periods of high 

uncertainty, however, high frequency trading can exacerbate volatility and hurt liquidity by 

removing significant trading positions from the markets at warp speeds (Partnoy, 2012, p.43). 

Professor Voev has also warned for this, saying that high frequency trading might create 

volatility spikes (Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.26). 

 

In contrast to the benefits, most costs and disadvantages do not effect only the traders and this 

has raised concerns about the impact of high frequency trading on the function and integrity 

of the financial system.  The automatization of the trading process to get ever closer to zero has 

opened it up for cybercrime. To complete trades even faster, safeguards are skipped, since 

regulators cannot afford the resources the traders use. Trading on dark pools also has increased 

because the high frequency traders want to keep their intentions hidden. The speed makes high 

frequency trading to fast to save and the increased connectedness between the institutions but 

also indexes and funds has also made the financial system to linked to fail. While operating 
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under normal market circumstances algorithmic and high frequency trading can have positive 

effects, both can also do the opposite when the market is not doing so well, resulting in crashes. 

All the costs are summed up in the next paragraph in table 3.1. 

 

3.3.  Table of cost and benefits of blackbox trading  
 

In the table 3.1 on the next two pages all the benefits and costs of algorithmic trading and high 

frequency trading are presented. The benefits and costs are summed up in the order they were 

present in this chapter. This table will be used later on in chapter 5 for the integration of these 

insights to gain a more comprehensive understanding on the implications of the use of big data.  
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Benefits §3.1

benefit discription reference

reduced costs

reduced human error

increased productivity computers work faster

improved efficiency

wider available broader access with online investing Lin, 2013, p.7 25

profitable Brogaard. 2010, p.23

Partnoy, 2012, p.43

Partnoy, 2012, p.43

Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.24

front running Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.24

creates smaller offers Gsell & Gomber, 2009

less market impact Gsell & Gomber, 2009

reduced trading costs Kirilenko & Lo, 2013

narrowed bid-ask spread Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.24

Golub et al, 2012

tasks done by machines do not cost as 
much as done by a worker

Kirilenko & Lo, 2013 : 
Hendershott et al, 2011, 
p.31

humans are not good with repetition 
work

Kirilenko & Lo, 2013 : 
Hendershott et al, 2011, 
p.31

Kirilenko & Lo, 2013 : 
Hendershott et al, 2011, 
p.31

with the 3 benefits above due to 
automatization efficiency has been 
improved

Kirilenko & Lo, 2013 : 
Hendershott et al, 2011, 
p.31

good money made with algorithmic 
trading

can decrease volatility  if 
market is okay

algoritmic trading can decrease 
volatility  by  enhancing trade volume 
and execution speeds

can increase liquidity  if 
market is okay

algorithmic trading can increase 
liquidity  by  enhancing trade volume and 
execution speeds.

information 
advantage(strategy type 1)

acting on news before the rest of the 
market

technological 
advantage(arbitrage)

simultaneous purchase and sale of 
identical assets to make a profit from the 
difference in the price on different 
markets or in different forms

Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.24 : 

Brogaard, 2012, p.18 : 

Kirilenko & Lo, 2013

trying to predict what will happen in the 
next few seconds on the market

algorithmic trading executes smaller 
orders in comparison to human traders.

smaller offers create less market impact, 
so less effect on the market price

since smaller offers have less impact 
than big offers this also reduce trading 
costs

reduced the difference between the bid 
and ask price

helps the price discovery  
process

since the bid and ask price are closer 
together and that algorithmic trading 
can increase liquidity  and decrease 
volatility , the price of the last succesful 
trade has become more informative

Brogaard, 2010, p.36 : 
Hendershott et al, 2011, 
p.31

Data can give insights in high 
frequency trading, but also 
lower frequency phenomena

The data used by algorithmic trading can 
give a better understanding in the high 
frequency phenomena, but also the 
slower normal market phenomena
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Costs §3.2

cost discription reference

flash crashes

less market depth

cost up for big orders

too fast to save

Lin, 2013, p.7 25

rise of dark pools

less oversight

Lin, 2013, p. 7 23

Lin, 2013, p. 7 26

too linked to fail Lin, 2013, p.7 14

Pasquale, 2015

serves only  elite few

Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.26

artificial price trends Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.26

Partnoy, 2012, p.43

the sudden sharp drop or rise in a 
financial asset, triggered by an algorithm

Bowley, 2010 : CFTC & 

SEC, 2010 : Lin, 2013, 

p.705 : Golub et al, 

2012, p.5

Opened up to cybercrime and 
hacking

with the computerization finance has 
opened itself to the dangers linked with 
internet

Lo, 2013, p.59 : Lin, 

2013, p.705 : Klein, 

2001

decrease in the ability  of an asset to 
absorb buy and sell orders without the 
price being moved in either direction.

Hendershott et al, 2011, 
p.31

because big orders have more market 
impact

trading takes places at such a high speed 
that intervention is next to impossible

Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.8 : 
Lin, 2013

to gain speed, certain 
safeguards are skipped

to gain more speed, some safety  
measures are not take

rise of private anonymous exchanges 
with little to no oversight

Lin, 2013 : Kirilenko & 
Lo, 2013, p.60

regulators can't keep up with those who 
they should keep in check

Nuti et al, 2011, p.68 : 
Pasquale, 2015, p.68

resource asymmetry  between 
regulator and regulated

regulators can not make the investment 
needed to be on the same level 
technology wise with the algorithmic 
traders

resource asymmetry  within 
industry

some market praticipants have 
better/more resources than others

Patterson, 2012, p.230 as 
in Lin, 2013

might have a impact on 
function and integrity  of 
financial system

the worry  that some aspects of 
algorithmic trading and high frequency 
trading are having such an impact that 
they might change the financial industry  
in a bad way

because of algorithmic trading 
everything is now more connected to 
each other

doesn't enhance social 
welfare

there is not invested in new business, 
but making money from trading shares 
that have already created the capital 
needed for the business

Only 2% of the trading firms is estimated 
to use high frequency trading(2010)

Clark, 2010 : Nuti et al, 

2011, p.68 : Kirilenko et 

al,2013, p.60
increase in correlation 
between indexes and funds

Professor Voev noticed that with the 
increase in correlation, it is becoming 
harder to diversify  for investors

Professor Bauwens ascribes the increase 
in correlation to the econometric 
models used by high-frequency traders 
and that this in turn might create 
artificial price trends

will exacerbate volatility  with 
high uncertainty

algorithmic trading can exacerbate 
volatility  by  removing trading positions 
at warp speeds

Partnoy, 2012, p.43 : 

Fabozzi et al, 2011, p.26

take liquidity  with high 
uncertainty

algorithmic trading can take liqudity  by 
removing trading positions at warp 
speeds
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4.  The algorithm is the message 

 

Big data is hot and happening. It is widely praised and seen as a core ingredient for a new 

industrial revolution, for future big advances in science and technology and even for solving 

social problems big data is seen as the solution. The term big data is a bit problematic as it is 

hard to define. We chose to use a definition coined by Gartner inc. in this research as described 

in chapter two of this interdisciplinary research. Gartner inc. identifies three main 

characteristics that define big data, the so called “three V’s”: Volume, Velocity and Variety. In 

their report they remark the increasing rate in which data is produced, the increase of a range 

of methods which is used to deal with this data and an increase in size and quantity of data in 

general (Laney, 2001). In finance, we see that the implementation of big data has started at an 

early stage. And lately more industries seem to be interested to incorporate big data in their 

business plans and cycles (Capgemini & EMC, 2015). The potential benefits and of using big 

data are indicated by a quote from Neelie Kroes, former EU-commissioner for the Digital 

Agenda. Neelie Kroes says that "Data is the new oil for the digital age" Kroes later stated that: 

"There is a completely new economic potential driven by the information society, the use of big 

data should therefore be enabled in an effective way.”(Kroes, 2014). These quotes from a 

hugely influential person illustrate the potential that is attributed to big data. When talking 

about big data, often big changes are prospected. The use of big data has an effect on the 

economy (mostly when talking about efficiency) but also on healthcare, crime prevention and 

other areas. Further implementation of big data might have a significant impact on society as 

indicated by the book of professor Mayer-Schönbeger and data-journalist Kenneth Cukier. The 

title of their book: Big Data: A Revolution That Will Transform How We Live, Work and 

Think speaks for itself (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013). Mayer- Schönbeger and Cukier 

see a lot of change around the corner – often in a positive manner, but this is not always the 

case - and this makes big data a highly interesting subject for further research.  

 

However, according to the Canadian media theorist and philosopher Marshall McLuhan (1911-

1980), data collection is certainly not something new. In the 1960’s he wrote: “The effect of 

script and the ability to make inventories and collect and store data changed many social habits 

and processes back to early as 3000 B.C.” (McLuhan, 2003, p.58). In addition, big data now 

might contain new elements that will influence these social habits and processes again. When 

we look at the implementation of big data, the financial sector stands out as one of the 

industries in which a lot of investments in big data have been made. An industry that was 

dominated by humans before, has now transformed to an industry that is partly human and 
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partly computer, which has been called “cyborg finance” (Lin, 2013). On the stock market, a 

large share of the trading is now done by automated processes, powered by supercomputers 

that rely on complex algorithms that fight to be the best and fastest in a “race to zero” (Gsell & 

Gomber, 2009). Other industries are also interested and some have been using big data 

methods already; examples are in retail, healthcare, astronomy and even politics (Murdoch & 

Detsky, 2013). In a survey conducted by the firms Capgemini and EMC, 56% of the respondents 

expected to increase their investments in big data (about 1,000 decision makers from 9 

industries in 10 countries responded to this online survey). (Capgemini & EMC, 2015). In 

addition, the effects of big data on the financial sector can be analyzed with theories about new 

technologies as point of reference. Especially the theory that the Canadian philosopher and 

scientist Marshall McLuhan provides could be very insightful since he has a broad 

understanding of what media is. His theory will therefore form the starting point of this paper. 

His theories can help us understand how the further implementation of big data might affect 

society. Therefore, the question that will be answered in this chapter is:  

 

To what extent does the implementation of ‘big data’ methods have an influence on society? 

 

4.1.  Theory of McLuhan 
 
To answer the question whether the further implementation of big data in the financial sector 

and other industries has a potential influence on society, the theories that Marshall McLuhan 

present could be useful. The question is if we could see the algorithms behind high frequency 

trading in finance as a new medium when looking at the conditions and characteristics that 

McLuhan offers. To research this insight, a closer look at the way McLuhan sees the medium 

as a concept is necessary. In addition, the (40-year old) theory will be applied to the concept of 

big data. As stated above, there are high expectations of the new technology (or method) that 

big data entails. In finance, big data is already implemented and it has truly changed the way 

the stock exchanges operate (Gsell & Gomber, 2009). This could be a first indication of the fact 

that we are dealing with a new medium that could have a significant influence on society, and 

even affect society on an imaginably deeper stage. To understand the processes of affect and 

influence, different books and interviews of and by Marshall McLuhan will be scrutinized. 

McLuhan, who is often seen and referred to as the most illustrious exponent of technological 

determinism, looks at new technologies and the way they influence and form society 

(Trembley, 2012). Therefore his perspectives offer a strong body of knowledge when examining 

questions about technologies and their influence on society. Other scholars during his time, 

such as the Welsh academic Raymond Williams, focused more on the social aspects and the 

way humans use new technologies that define society. McLuhan, in contrast, argues the other 

way around. An example is that only looking at how humans extend their sensory abilities and 
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skillset through technology does not reflect strong enough on the possible ways in which 

technology has an influence on humans. Technology is used by us, but could also “use” us, and 

has a strong influence on humans (Lister et al, 2009, p. 78). McLuhan is also criticized for 

being more of a genius with words than with actual science. Philosopher and academic Regis 

Debray once called McLuhan more a poet than a historian in an interview with Wired 

Magazine, and did not praise him as a systematic analyst. He also said: “McLuhan 

overemphasizes the technology behind cultural change at the expense of the usage that the 

messages and codes make of that technology” and: “As he himself said, he was an explorer 

rather than an explainer” (Joscelyne, 1995). The insights that McLuhan presents help to 

understand the impact a new medium such as big data can have on society. 

 

4.2.  Big data as a new medium 
 

Marshall McLuhan uses a very broad definition of a medium. Any new technology can be 

defined as a new medium according to McLuhan. One could say that he sees media not as what 

we would call: the media but that any human made technology is a medium. Examples that he 

presents of media are for instance not only television (programs), radio and newspaper but 

also trains, light bulbs and even clothes. His main point in his book The Medium is the Message 

is that any technology that has an influence on the social life and environment of humans can 

be a medium (McLuhan & Fiore, 1967). He also said that “when you put a new medium into 

play in a given population, all their sensory shifts a lot. This changes their outlook, their 

attitudes, changes their feelings about studies, about school, about politics” (McLuhan, 2003, 

p.100). If we follow this theory, a new technology such as big data could also change the view 

and behavior of the modern day society. Thereby media are all around us in such an imbedded 

way that media (or: technology) is in no way a bridge between man and nature because they 

simply are nature (McLuhan, 1969, p. 14). Added to this, the effects that media have change 

the environment and are in the same way imperceptible for the human eye as water is 

imperceptible in the eyes of a fish (McLuhan, 1969, p. 22). Some, such as the famous writer 

and semiotician Umberto Eco for instance, are critical about the broad conception McLuhan 

uses when talking about a medium. According to these critics the definition of McLuhan would 

be too broad and simplistic. It lacks precision and would cause confusion by seeing nearly 

everything as a medium (and thus a message) (Debray, 1996, p.71). 

 

McLuhan stresses that the medium should be the main focus of studies, and not the messages 

that lie within the content different media present. This is where his most well-known 

expression derives from: the medium is the message. The fact that the television was brought 

into our homes and even became the center of the home of many, has for instance a far stronger 
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influence on history and society than the content that is distributed by this screaming box, 

according to McLuhan (McLuhan & Fiore, 1967). 

In this way a light bulb can be a medium, even though it has not got any content to be analyzed 

such as there might be on a website, a news article in a paper, or a television program. The 

social influence is, however, extremely high. 

 

By merely existing, the light bulb creates a new environment. It made working and seeing for 

a human possible during hours in which that was not possible before, or in the best case very 

hard. Big data could also create, or better: reshape the environment in which we exist because 

it is a new method that makes us capable of looking at things in a different way than before. 

The way in which big data has influenced the financial sector could be seen as practical example 

in this case: algorithms have become a “game changer” and have taken over the role of the 

human stock trader (Gsell & Gomber, 2009).  

 

Another important aspect of the theory of McLuhan is the fact that a medium always forms an 

extension of the human capabilities, or even of the human senses. The wheel extends our legs 

and thus the capability to go from one place to another. After just more than a century with 

electricity, McLuhan described the electronic technologies that embraced the world as an 

extension of the human central nervous system (McLuhan, 1964, p. 19). The phone extended 

our mouth (or voice) and our ears as well. Extension in these examples also brings a certain 

upgrade to the human skill set, it improves the capabilities of the human through technology. 

In the 60s of the last century he described the next step as being an extended version of our 

consciousness that would combine all media and would collectively extend all human beings 

(1964, p.19). This prediction of McLuhan is often seen as an all too close predication of the 

Internet (Kroker, 1995). With regards to big data, specifically the algorithms that are used to 

compile, analyze and visualize data could be seen as an upgrade or extension of the human 

brainpower. The idea of technology as an extension of the human body is not entirely new 

however. It dates back to Aristoteles, who had a similar understanding of technology (Lister et 

al, 2009, p.90). Through all these theories, McLuhan might come off as a fan of everything that 

is new, but to understand him better it is necessary to know that he actually said the exact 

opposite about himself. He stressed that he is resolutely opposed to all innovation and change 

but that this aversion also forms his main motivation to understand these exact processes 

(McLuhan, 2003, p.101). When we see big data as a new medium through the eyes of McLuhan, 

the first answer to the research question “To what extent does the implementation of ‘big data’ 

methods have an influence on society?” is rather short: the impact of any new medium is vast, 

and thus the influence of big data on society is too.  
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4.3.  A shift in trust: from human to computer. 
 

The examples of the influence of light bulbs and television learn us what McLuhan really meant 

with “the medium is the message” and why he felt that focusing on the influence that that 

medium had was far more significant than the message(s) that were spread by these media. 

Big data could be thus be seen as a medium when looking at the theory of McLuhan since big 

data is a new technology that is an innovation which’ promise is a change of view, a new 

perspective on life through the creation of order in a chaos when data piled on data is organized 

by algorithms that can handle extreme amounts of information. But in what way does this 

method (that is big data) extend our senses? McLuhan described a human in the electronic age 

as follows: “an organism that now wears its brain outside its skull and its nerves outside its 

hide” (McLuhan, 1964 p. 64). 

 

When taking this in consideration, a “brain outside its skull” could, with some imagination, be 

seen as the digital computer. Since the software on computers consists of lines of programming 

that were shaped by humans now help to “compute”. The first “computers” were human 

(mostly women) beings that, without any disrespect, were used as living calculators as 

intensively explained in the book “when computers were human” (Grier, 2013). In human 

nature, we are inclined to sometimes make mistakes, for instance by not doing the same thing 

exactly in the same way we did it before. Through digital computers human errors were 

supposed to be eliminated. Computers work, simply put, in sequences that never change from 

the lines of programming that are thought of by the human brain (unless they are actively told 

to do so). In a way, the digital computer is a method that comes directly from the human brain 

and it will always copy this method in the exact same way. The algorithms used in 

programming (and thus in big data as well) are always a product of the human mind. Data 

storage on digital computers could be seen as a collection of memories without forgetting. This 

endless repetition without any deviance in method or process is something that would be hard 

for a human to perform and thus the actions by the computer can be seen as an extension of 

the human skillset. Remembering large quantities of memories is for (most) humans also a big 

task. Big data is all about processing large volumes of data and using algorithms to try to 

understand what is going on. We use computer power to compensate for human shortcomings, 

shortcomings of our brain. In that way, if we follow the theory of McLuhan, big data can be 

seen as a new medium because it is a new way of using computers to help us understand and 

interpret data. It extends our brain and forms an improvement in speed of execution, 

remembering and in repetition. The algorithms used by investment companies are an example 

of how big data is used to operate on the market with brainpower and speed that exceeds the 

capabilities of any human (Gsell & Gomber, 2009). This shift of trust can be seen as one of the 
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influences that the implementation of big data can have on society. 

 

4.4.  Big data hubris; too much trust? 
 

Today, with big data, some might assume that the human aspect could be minimized by using 

computers. Since computers will execute what they are programmed to do, they imply to 

remain uninfluenced by emotion. The data in big data seems factual, and it is assumed this 

data cannot lie. Lying is a human characteristic that computers are incapable of, so seems to 

be the perception of a lot of people. Of course this might be an observation more than a claim, 

however, this idea nevertheless exists in society. Computers cannot be fooled, they have no 

hidden agenda and they seem to be perfectly stoic! It simply does its job. This makes computers 

trustworthy. Trust in technology is not very different from trust in humans, we rely on quality 

that is demonstrated in both effectiveness in help, a good looking interface and reliable and 

steady performance (McKnight, 2005). On the other hand, it is thinkable that too much trust 

could be a problematic factor. Being too confident in something is a human error not to be 

overlooked that can corrupt the clear view of even the most critical mind. Big Data hubris is a 

term Lazer et al. coined when talking about the trust in these data and even the assumption 

that is easily made: when it is data, when there is a computer (or: algorithm) involved it has to 

be right. 

 

“Big data hubris” is the often implicit assumption that big data are a substitute for, 

rather than a supplement to, traditional data collection and analysis. We have asserted 

that there are enormous scientific possibilities in big data (9–11). However, quantity of 

data does not mean that one can ignore foundational issues of measurement, construct 

validity and reliability, and dependencies among data (12). The core challenge is that 

most big data that have received popular attention are not the output of instruments 

designed to produce valid and reliable data amenable for scientific analysis (Lazer et al, 

2014, p.1). 

 

This is where the theory of McLuhan really seems to clarify itself. The medium (big data) is 

transforming how people look at things that possibly were not quantified before. This might 

affect their view on life itself and could lead to a shift in what is viewed as important in society. 

According to McLuhan the introduction of the alphabet bombarded sight to be the most 

important sense, while before literacy ever existed, all senses where more or less equally 

important (Norden, 1969, p.59). With the contemporary internet age with ever more important 

quantification and data streams, it might be that the focus of society is now shifting to digital 

data. The rise in applications and wearable devices that track the steps we take, the calories we 
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burn and the sleep we get, could be a sign that this is actually happening (Swan, 2012). The 

internet of things and sensor mania are concepts that Swan used to describe the increase in 

both data collection through sensors all around us, and the datafication of everyday products 

that are now connected to the internet. The connection to the internet makes them traceable 

and makes them produce data, where they did not do this before. Everything is becoming 

“smart”. Not only your phone but also your television, your car, your refrigerator, and your 

washing machine (Swan, 2012). These machines are all creating more and more (big) data. Big 

data might be viewed as a new way in which we can look at the world and create order, or at 

least understand the chaos of human life. Some put the method of big data next to the 

microscope like economist Brynjolffson. The method that is big data gives us another way of 

looking at the world, similar as the microscope did, only the scale is different (Lohr, 2012).  

 

However, it is important to always keep in mind that in all aspects of big data, the human aspect 

certainly is present. McLuhan, describes every new medium or technology as an extension of 

our capabilities that forms the environment we live in. In all extensions of the human 

capabilities, the human is still the starting point. In big data, this is not different. While it 

seemingly are only computers that are working with data, in the production of algorithms and 

collection of data humans always play a role. More so, in analyzing and giving meaning to the 

data through interpretation. The human aspect should never be overlooked. The dream of a 

perfect supercomputer without any human “faults” imbedded in the system is a misconception 

that excludes computers and technology in general from nature entirely. The trust that is put 

in computers and algorithms can surely be seen as an influence of big data on society, that will 

be reinforced with success stories of this new technology. However, this trust is not always 

justifiable. 

 

4.5.  Conclusion: Datafication of life; a possible influence? 
 
By implementing big data in finance and other areas, the focus of humans could be shifting to 

a more datafied life. Data is becoming more important, which is also seen in the fact that every 

two years, the amount of data doubles, as estimated by research firm IDC (Lohr, 2012). In 

finance, black boxes are trusted to handle trades in stock, transactions are executed by 

algorithms. The market that once relied on intuition and where companies and banks trusted 

on skills and experience of human traders (Lohr, 2012), now is led by computers. The current 

algorithms that buy and sell stocks could be seen as an extension of those experienced human 

traders. They now take every single variable in account that throughout history was significant 

enough to weigh in on a decision. The big traders in stocks are trying to minimize the human 

aspect in trading that once was arguably the first and foremost condition in which trading 

goods could actually be executed. Now we let algorithms, sell and buy “things”, without any 
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human interaction. This has changed the dynamics of trading fundamentally (Gsell & Gomber, 

2009). McLuhan helps us to understand that the changes lie within this new method. The 

algorithms are the message. It is not about the data that is processed. It is the fact that these 

data are processed in the way they are that should be the main focus of study, because that will 

have the most significant impact on society. However, it should not be wise to see big data as a 

single, revolutionary breakthrough in this possible shift that affects society. Uncountable other 

factors are at play and it is always a progression that is subtle and slow. The ‘moment’ algebra 

was invented could also be seen as the moment that numbers and thus datafication started to 

have an influence. However, big data could be seen as a strong indicator that indeed, data 

seems to be more and more in the center of our interest and therefore has an influence on our 

social existence. It can change society, and Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier even see it as a 

revolution (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013). A strong insight of McLuhan one might add 

is that it is hard to see what is happening while it is happening and influences that change 

society often can only be identified after they have taken place “We tend to cling to the rearview 

mirror of our world”, McLuhan said in an interview with Playboy in March, 1969. “In that way 

we are always one step behind.” (Norden, 1969). However, that does not make trying to 

understand the processes around us that (through media) influence society something we 

should not try to do.  

 

To answer the research question of this chapter: To what extent do ‘big data’ methods have an 

influence on society? We need to look at this new technology as a new medium, as described 

by Marshall McLuhan. When following the theory of McLuhan, big data is a new technology 

that is being implemented and thus it has an effect already. Not only can big data presumably 

help us understanding new things, create order in a seemingly mess of worthless data, it is also 

changing the way we behave. The seemingly more important role for data in everyday life could 

be one of them, as is the seemingly trust in data. A deeper understanding of the influence big 

data has on society can only be found when a scholar during his research focuses on the method 

and thus algorithms itself, more than on the content the algorithms produce.   
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5.  Integration and conclusion 

 
In this section the integrating process that was used will be explained. The more 

comprehensive understanding of big data that was a result of this process will be presented as 

well. The chapter starts with the creation of common ground by connecting the findings of 

media studies to three topics that were found in both of the disciplinary studies. Then the focus 

shifts towards each of the topics and the costs and benefits that were found. These findings, 

including some indirect consequences and relations between the topics, will be presented with 

numbered lines in figures 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5. Finally, a more comprehensive understanding that can 

be gained from this research will be described by explaining Figure 6. 

 

A significant step in the integration process is to find and report possible conflicts in use of 

terminology, definitions, assumptions, or main insights that might create friction between the 

different disciplines in an interdisciplinary research (Repko, 2012, p.335). In this research, no 

substantial conflicts where found. Except for one issue that we dealt with in chapter two, where 

big data was defined by using the definition of Gartner Inc. (Laney, 2001). By using this 

definition of big data, it was possible to define algorithmic trading as a big data process. The 

problem we dealt with here, was that even though in the economic literature “big data” was not 

mentioned literally, big data methods can be identified in finance. By using the technique of 

redefinition, we were able to identify the slight difference in disciplinary vocabulary, and by 

“textual integration” (we see algorithmic trading as a process that could be called “big data”) 

we were able to get the both disciplines “on the same page” (Repko, 2012, p.336). 

 

5.1.  From disciplinary perspectives to data, automatization and 
algorithm 

 
To create common ground for the integration of the disciplinary insights, we use the technique 

of organization as described by Repko in Interdisciplinary Research, Process and Theory 

(2012). This technique requires making a map and clarifying how the concepts are related to 

each other (Repko, 2012, p.346-347). The costs and benefits of algorithmic and high frequency 

trading are divided along three topics. To divide the costs and benefits, they were attributed to 

the following topics: ‘data’, ‘automatization’ and ‘algorithm’, based on which topic they relate 

to the most. These three topics are a result of the linking of the findings from media studies 

and the costs and benefits analysis of the economic discipline. In chapter three it was found 

that big data is a new computerized technology, so the topic automatization captures this 

aspect. Moreover, big data makes use of algorithms to make sense of the data and to act on the 

data or to deliver results, this makes algorithm our next topic. Lastly, data is an essential 

component of this technology, therefore this was added as last topic. With these three topics, 
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the different aspects of big data are captured. The three topics as described are also the general 

ways in which big data might influence society.   

 

The three topics are linked to the findings of media studies. The first finding was that a medium 

is an extension of the human skill set, when taking the theory of Marshall McLuhan in mind  

(McLuhan, 1969). It was concluded that new media is developed to enhance our senses. This 

finding was scrutinized in a broader context and automatization has always been about 

machines replacing tasks previously done by humans. Via automatization humans try to 

enhance their performance (Parasuraman et al., 2000, p.286). (Line 1, Figure 1). Computers 

do not get “bored” by repetition, as humans might get, for instance. How could we see big data 

in this light? The potential that is being subscribed to big data (and its application) could be 

seen as trying to place replace part of a human analysis by a machine analysis. (Line 2, Figure 

1). This explains the link to algorithms (Line 3, Figure 1).  

 

The last finding is that the method and not the data analyzed/distributed matters with the 

impact of a new medium. This was linked to data, since it tells us that the focus should not be 

on the data as a source of influence (Line 4, Figure 1). Line 5 in Figure 1 captures the fact that 

in finance there has also been found that this new method/medium to trade has resulted in 

concerns about the impact it has on the industry. Line 6 in Figure 1 shows that since algorithms 

are the new method/medium, it is this where should be focused on.  

Figure 1 
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5.2.  Data  

 

Algorithmic traders basically see the entire financial market as data. This data has to be 

interpreted, where after action based on this analysis takes place. The data can be used by 

econometrics and finance to gain new disciplinary insights for low and high frequency 

phenomena, gaining insights on the events that take place in time windows humans notice, but 

also the phenomena that take place at speed of (milli-)seconds. Another advantage the 

algorithmic traders have in this regard is an information advantage, with respect to the data 

and the algorithms interpreting the data (Line 7, Figure 2). The speed and volume at which 

assets are bought and sold across different markets by algorithms has created a correlation 

between indexes and funds (Line 8, Figure 2), because of this everything is now “too linked to 

fail” (Line 9, Figure 2). There are also concerns about the impact this has on the function and 

integrity of the system (Line 10, Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 
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5.3.  Automatization 

Most of the benefits of high frequency trading are already captured by algorithmic trading, but 

those benefits are mostly related to the automatization of trading (Line 11, Figure 3).  

First of all, automatization reduces personnel costs, human error and increases productivity, 

by replacing humans with machines. Although part of the cost reduction is also due to trading 

cost reduction which will be further explained later on (Line 12, Figure 3). With the 

automatization also came broader availability of trading, making it more accessible to more 

people, people can now invest with the help of computer programs. However, the 

automatization of finance also had certain negative consequences. First, it opened the industry 

to cybercrime and hacking. Second, as mentioned earlier, the industry also became too linked 

to fail. Another consequence is the resource asymmetry. The consequence of resource 

asymmetry can be seen as slightly positive when only looking at the industry itself, since 

competition makes a market more efficient. However, automatization on this scale creates 

inequality, when the threshold to enter the market is so high that it only serves a select wealthy 

group, making them richer while the rest stays behind (Line 13, Figure 3), which also adds to 

the concern about the impact on the function and integrity of the system (Line 14, Figure 3). 

But the resource asymmetry between the traders and supervisors who control the system is 

imbalanced, due to this there is currently less oversight (Line 15, Figure 3). One could argue 

that the automatization of finance was a result of the race to zero, the struggle to make the time 

it takes to complete a trade/deal as fast as possible. With automatization, some safeguards 

were sacrificed to gain with respect to other competitors (Line 16, Figure 3). One could also say 

Figure 3 
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however, that because traders currently have more advanced technology than the authorities, 

they are cutting some corners that might go unnoticed.    

 

Profitability 

 

 

As already stated, most of the increased benefits can be attributed to automatization. In 

addition, it increases the profitability of algorithmic trading (Line 17, Figure 4). The 

information advantage (Line 7, Figure 4) that is created using big data and the technological 

advantage that traders have in comparison to other competitors are also reasons why 

algorithmic trading is so profitable. The last reason is front running (Line 18, Figure 4), trying 

to predicting the near future (milliseconds).  

Figure 4 
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5.4.  Algorithm  
 

 

 

This paragraph will zoom in on algorithms which are at the core of big data. In figure 5 the thin 

lines represent relations between advantages and disadvantages of algorithmic trading that are 

two sides of the same coin or a direct result of each other.  For instance, the fact that big orders 

got more expensive, making it logical that more small orders are executed. The other lines are 

comparable connections to the ones that have been made throughout this chapter. As 

explained in the chapter three, one of the advantages of algorithmic trading is the fact that 

algorithms make a larger number of smaller orders instead of executing one big order. Because 

of that there is less market impact (Thin line A, Figure 5). However, this has caused less market 

depth since there are less bulk orders waiting to be carried out (Thin line B, Figure 5). In 

addition, the costs for big orders increased, while the costs for smaller orders decreased (Thin 

line C, Figure 5). Therefore, trading costs were reduced (Line 19, Figure 5). This was part of the 

reason for dark pools to come into existence (Thin line D, Figure 5), resulting in less oversight 

(Thin line E, Figure 5). Two other interrelated benefits of algorithmic trading are:  that it 

improved the price discovery process (1) by narrowing the bid-ask spread (2) (Thin line F, 

Figure 5). Also, the computation power behind the algorithms allows the processing of the 

information at such a high velocity that they can front run, or 'predict' a few (milli-)seconds 

into the future. 

 

If the market is functioning normally and no uncommon events occur, algorithmic trading can 

decrease volatility (Thin line G, Figure 5) and increase liquidity (Thin line H, Figure 5). 

However, if the market does not function well and it is not a good moment for traders to 

Figure 5 
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operate, algorithmic trading can cause the opposite effect. Possibly the biggest costs of the 

implementation of big data methods in finance are the flash crash and mini flash crashes that 

have occurred thus far (Thin line I, Figure 5). This elucidates the point “too fast to save” clearly. 

The speed at which trading now takes places makes interference impossible when things go 

wrong. Algorithmic trading occurs with higher speed than humans can possibly keep track of. 

This makes adequate oversight on the action taken, even if all the safeguards are in place, 

highly difficult (Line 20, Figure 5). Another concern about algorithms is that algorithmic 

traders can, either accidentally or purposely, create artificial price trends. This point confirms 

the concerns about the function and integrity of the financial system (Line 21, Figure 5). Lastly, 

the connection between reduced human error and algorithm is captured by line 22 (Figure 5).  

It is often believed that when a computer replaces a human, human errors will be eliminated. 

However, this is a misconception, there are people creating the algorithms on which all actions 

are based. In addition, humans analyze the outcomes of big data methods and will use their 

own interpretation.   

 

5.5.  More comprehensive understanding 
 

Insights from new media tell us that it is the method and not the data that has an impact on 

society, extending our skill set. So even though the name of this new technology (or: new 

medium) “big data” is not so much about the data itself, but more about the way the data is 

handled. With the new medium big data, we try to extend our reasoning and thinking. Finance 

might not present the best example one way, since supercomputers cannot think for 

themselves yet and the traders can do the same calculations. But in another way, big data in 

finance is an extension/enhancement of our computing/calculating and could therefore be 

seen as a good example, since the problem was the time it took for humans. 

 

In finance big data is used to finally do something the industry knew was possible, but never 

was capable of doing because the medium was not at hand. Industries that are thinking of 

implementing big data now, think the other way around. They possess tons of data and see big 

data as an opportunity to make sense of these data and perhaps make a profit of it. The data 

might present a high number of correlations and show seemingly causal connections when big 

data methods are applied. However, just a correlation between variables does not mean there 

is a causal relation in the real world. However, when the correlations are viewed as causal, 

when this is not the case, the consequences of these conclusions could have significant negative 

impact. This could lead to false conclusions based on misinterpretation. Furthermore, often 

the data in datasets were collected for other purposes. These datasets might not have the 

quality that datasets specifically started for the purpose of analysis have, and might even 
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contain omissions or errors.  The increased connectivity between the various data makes the 

consequences severe since a fault in data will be carried over to other datasets. The success 

finance achieved should therefore be seen in the right way. Finance found in big data a method 

that was missing, other sectors that could be inspired by the success of big data will possibly 

want to use this method as well, while their data is not always suitable for the cause.  

 

In Figure 6 we present an overview of the more comprehensive understanding that resulted 

from this interdisciplinary research.  

  
Figure 6 
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5.6.  Conclusion  
 

To answer our main research question:  

 

 

 

We have integrated the findings from both media studies and finance to come to a better 

understanding of the implications of the implementation of big data in society. We presented 

an analysis of the costs and benefits of algorithmic trading in chapter 3 and the findings of the 

media studies disciplines in chapter 4. The integration process in chapter 5 was a result of the 

common ground that was created, through connecting both disciplines. Three topics were 

found that were identified in both of the disciplinary studies, namely data, automatization and 

algorithm.  A more comprehensive understanding of the implications of big data was the result 

of this process, which led us to certain key insights.  

 

First of all, we found the method matters and not the data, so when looking at the influence of 

big data on society it is not primarily the data that should be the main focus, but the handling 

of this data. Secondly, we found that when big data is seen as a new medium through the eyes 

of theorist McLuhan, it is an attempt to extend part of our skillset, specifically extending our 

thinking or reasoning. Thirdly, we found that the industries thinking of implementing big data 

that are inspired by the success made in finance should keep in mind that for finance it was a 

problem of insufficient computational power. Finance missed a solution for a known problem, 

while other industries now might force a prospected solution upon unknown problems. Lastly, 

we found that the method should be the focus and not the data when looking at big data.  

 

To answer the main research question, we found that most of the benefits attributed to 

algorithmic trading are actually due to the automatization of the trading process while most of 

the risks or “costs” are related to one form of algorithmic trading: high frequency trading. High 

frequency trading acts faster than humans can keep track off, which makes for the both the 

positive and negative aspects of this new method of trading. In this light the attempt to extend 

part of our reasoning/thinking with big data can have some serious consequences for society. 

When data is more important in society, this could lead to a more datafied life. Moreover, the 

trust that is put in data is high, but not always justifiable as is the notion of an algorithm that 

is uncorrupted by any human error. Some other consequences could be that with the increased 

speed and connectivity humans will not know something went wrong until after it happened, 

while possible errors that are embedded in a connected chain of datasets could act like a 

domino effect when they transgress into other datasets. 

What are the risks and benefits of the implementation of big data in 

finance and how does this new technology influence society?  
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A limit in this research was the time frame, which was determined at ten weeks. Becoming an 

expert on any topic is very time consuming. We would, therefore, recommend further research 

on this topic, this will be explained below. Another possible limit is the fact that there is no 

consensus on the definition of big data, so we had to choose one definition to work with. The 

results of this research could possibly be different when we would have used another definition 

(for example one of the definitions that are stated in paragraph 2.1. Therefore, future research 

is needed to get a better grasp of the interconnectedness of data and how this might affect the 

algorithms using the data feeding other algorithms. Another interesting research could be how 

this interconnectedness might influence artificial intelligence as a form of interaction with 

other artificial intelligence. Research on how the extension of our reasoning by using this new 

medium affects our reasoning and or thinking, could also give us a better understanding of the 

implications of this new medium.  
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